SHOTGUN RANGE RULES
l. Raise the appropriate red flag on the range you intent to use before setting up
targets or shooting.
2. Lower red flag when you are the last person to finish shooting on any range.
3. Anyone can call a cease fire. Upon hearing the command "cease fire" all
shooters shall stop, clear the firearm, place the firearm down, action open and step
away from the firearm,
4. Use of glass for targets is strictly prohibited. Range approved targets only.
S. Do not handle ammunition or firearms when someone is down range.
6. Do not pin targets in front of vertical support posts or on the baffles.
7. Firearms will be left with the action open and empty and placed in rack mounted
on rear wall when persons are down range.
8. Do not discard misfires or defective ammunition on the range or in the garbage
can.
9. The use of eye and ear protection is mandatory when shooting.
10. No one down range while the range is in use.
11. All shooters must sign-in with their membership number and date, names not
required.
12. All shooters are required to produce proof of membership or range permit upon
Request
13. Shotguns or pistols are not permitted on the Long Range, special events only.
l4 Alcohol Beverages, Smoking is not permitted on any of the ranges and only in
designated areas.
15. All shooting rounds and targets must be orientated so rounds hit only the dirt
back berms.
16. Alt junior members (individuals less than 18 years old) using the Club's ranges
shall be supervised by an adult.
17. Shooting of any signs, range markers, structures or barriers may result in the
loss of membership, this includes the trap houses and protective baffles.
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SHOTGUN RANGE RULES
1B. All uncased firearms carried to and from the ranges shall be empty of
ammunition and be carried with actions open.
l9. Violation of any of these rules may result in the immediate loss of range
privileges.
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